Dumps 16 Inches of Snow on New York City

Superjet Test Reveals Plane Has Flaw

By JAMES BAGDALES

Washington -- The superjet flight evaluation program, which has been plagued with problems, revealed a flaw in the plane's construction.

The flaw was discovered during a test flight, when the plane began to shake violently. The test crew immediately returned to the airport and reported the problem to the manufacturer.

The flaw was found to be in the plane's wings, which were not properly aligned. This has caused concerns about the plane's structural integrity and its ability to fly safely.

Emergency is Declared as Traffic Halts

By RAY AMBROSE

New York (AP) -- A traffic jam due to a snowstorm has brought New York City to a standstill. The airport, highways, and subway systems are all closed.

The snowstorm has caused flights to be canceled and delayed. The subway system is closed due to the risk of snow-related accidents.

Fifty Monster Rockets Found

One Day's Travel from Saigon

By WILLIAM F. ARNOLD

South Vietnam (AFP) -- Over 50 monster rockets were found near a South Vietnamese airbase.

The rockets were discovered during a routine inspection of the airbase. It is unclear where the rockets came from or why they were there.

Israelis Counter Israeli soldiers march through Nablus after crossing Jordan after a run.

But they were stopped at the 15,000 checkpoint by Israeli occupation forces.

Hickel Under Fire Again on Capitol Hill

By JEAN HELLE

Washington -- Governor Hickel of Alaska faced criticism on Capitol Hill again.

Hickel's policies have been under scrutiny from other quarters, but this time he faced criticism from his own state's Congress. The governor was accused of mismanaging the state's resources.

GOP State Senators Mulling State Support For Unruly Students

By CHARLES DURANS

Carson City, Nev. -- The Nevada Senate is considering a bill that would provide state support for unruly students.

The bill would provide funding to public schools for students who cause disruptions. It is being supported by the governor and the state legislature.

ITALIAN COMMUNITY'S SLAP AT MOSCOW SUGGESTS KREMLIN'S GETTING BACKLASH

By WILLIAM L. RYAN

Moscow (AP) -- An Italian community has responded to the Soviet Union's recent actions by giving Moscow a "slap in the face." The community's reaction suggests that the Kremlin may be facing growing opposition.

The Italian community felt insulted by the Soviet Union's recent actions, including the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan and the downing of the Italian plane over the Gulf. The community responded by organizing a protest and expressing its views in a letter to the Soviet government.